
RC: HATE CRIMES AGAINST OUR CHURCH INCLUDING ARSON

Subject: Re: HATE CRIMES AGAINST OUR CHURCH INCLUDING ARSON L
From: "George H. Russell" <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: L/ 4/2022, 12:50 PM

To: ATFT|ps@atf.gov, Sue Ann Delk <sueann@cyberclone.net>, moo <sue@cyberclone.net>, George
Russell <gh r@ cyberclone. net>

4 January 2O22

Much of the hatned, bigotry and cnimes against me stem fnom the sign at oun Chapel of the
Nativity pnoperty. The sign has thnee religious symbols on it: STAR 0F DAVID, CHRISTIAN
CROSS, AND MUSLIM CRESCENT MOON.

One of the hatens, Walt Ringlen, hated the STAR OF DAVID so much that he told me that he
was going to seII out and move away because it made him so sick to see it as he passed by
on the noad oun of Watenwood. He was, fon a time, a NIA (HOA) Boand Memben and on midnight
of his huge (I think 70th binthday panty to which of course I was not invited) someone
finebombed a tree on my aged parent's back deck.

More necently my wife was dniving toward town and she noticed a fine bunning towand the
sign that the night-wing Chnistians in talatenwood seem to hate due to the STAR OF DAVID and
in thei n belief that I EtalS KI L L ED I ESUS .

If any nesident of Watenwood attends our Chunch Services they are immediately ostracized
and shunned, neven being allowed to participate in any activities in talatenwood.

Some have moved away which set the tone that insures that no one else will make that
mistake again.

OnIy one also hated memben of Watenwood dares to attend oun Church Senvices.

Acconding to the Chief of Police in Huntsville, I am going to burn in the fines of Hell
because I am not a Christian so he maliciously allowed a gang of dnuggies to invade oun
$6OOK nent house at 170@ Ave S, destnoy the interior, tennonize the neighbonhood, set up a

dnuggie camp in the woods behind the house and eventually set it on fire and vintually blow
it up when the meth 1ab in the basement exploded. He knows the names of the two ansonists
yet will.do nothing to them as far as I know.

Our daughter was, we are certain based on the autopsy, mundened just befone Easten and
neithen the police non the DA has conducted a propen investigation.

When oun Chunch's anti-death penalty sign was vandalized and later stolen by Christians, '
the Chief told me that they hadn't done anything wnong because Jesus is in favon of the
death penalty, even fon innocent people, so that "they can be with lesus soonen."

And of counse I have been labeled as a Pagan because I believe that all Cneation is Holy.

I wiII fonwand the message I transmitted to the HOA on 25 December'2022.

Because of the hatned of The Univensal Ethician Church, oun l-ives have been a living heI1
fon at least 17 yeans.

ghr

On L/3/2022 2:34 PM, Geonge H. Russell wnote:

January 2022
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Attn: Chunch Arson Investigators:
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On the night of Dec 2t-22 penson or pensons burned oun historic 1845 Harnell Plantation -
Chunch building to the ground. A11 of oun secunity camenas had been repeatedly stolen
but the sheniff in San Jacinto County is totally connupt and nefuses to investigate any
cnimes against oun Foundation, our Church or our persons, including lying to the Texas AG

and telling him that he has no necords of any cnlmes committed against in or anound
Watenwood (San Jacinto County, Texas) in the 23 yeans that we have lived thene.

The histonic Iog building was on oun Chapel of the Nativity pnopenty, which over the
yeans had been the victim of nepeated cnimes, including vandalizing our Prevost Motor
Home twice and stealing coppen wire, battenies etc. We knew the name of the chief
suspect and where the materials wene sold-- a scnap yand in Point Blank, Texas yet the
authonities would not investigate.

One Christmas, the plexi-gIass at oun 1890 1og chapel was broken and the security alanms
sounded, we were told fon neanly half an houn but no one alerted Watenwood Secunity on
the San lacinto County Sher iff that we ane awane of.

At least 5 security cameras were recently stolen fnom the chapel gnounds and so when the
1-845 log building was bunned there were no camenas to necond the ansonists.

I was necently told that a suspicious characten was encountened by a penson that walks
his dog on the 10 acne chapel site and that the guy told him that he makes sune that our
cameras ane not wonking. The suspicious person was allegedly a vetenan and the penson
with a histony of committing hate cnimes against our chunch is a netined Air Fonce
Vetenan, named Ricky Hanwell, but from the descniption the two ane not the same penson.

Alleged1y he was X-militany and oun chief suspect, Ricky Harwell, who has committed
millions of dollars in outrageous cnimes against oun chunch and foundation pnoperties IN
CONTEMPT 0F COURT, is also X -militany and had attempted to extont $750 from oun
foundation on the 2?th of Decemben so is our chief suspect in eithen bunning the
irreplaceable histonic plantation/chunch building to the gnound. The building's
neligious significance is that it was a place of worship when there were only around two
chunch buildings in the entine State of Texas, and Methodist Circuit Ridens would visit
the vanious plantations and conduct religious senvices.

The tonched building was associated with Sam Houston and Choctow Indians and couldn't be
neplaced fon even a million dollans in my opinion as Presenvation Specialist Emenitus,
talalker County Historical Commission.

I do not believe that anyone fnom the Sheriff's Depantment investigated but the county
Fine Manshatl did come for a look anound and later two State Fine Manshall's came and
visited with our electricians, took some photos and flew a dnone oven the nuins but
didn't bning a sniffer dog so I have no idea where that investigation is othen than the
fact that the building only had three led security lights and had been thoroughly
inspected by our licensed electricians about two weeks before the fire in an attempt to
provide mone secunity lighting since the doons to the 1og building had been kicked in
twice in one week just days befone the obvious anson fine.

Oun floating church an 84 foot long Steamboat, was necently vandalized and anything of
value was stnipped out of it including a functional hlt{I spotlight that the thieves
attempted to seII on line but they got wise to our efforts to punchase the spotlight as
pnoof and disappeared except one of the stolen cameras was kept on at their pnopenty fon
sevenal days, taking photos of the thieves and transmitting the photos to us.

Oun Foundation owns a "beach house" that looks onto our chunch owned HOLY TRINITY
t^IILDERNESS CATHEDRAL and houses a person in change of security. A tnespasser, crossed
oven oun pnopenty, took aim at our beach house and shot it up. Fortunately the nesident
was out fishing but could have been injuned on killed as the bullet shattered the sliding
glass doon and traveled through the house, hitting the nefnigenator and kitchen
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cabinets. The cnime was investigated by both "connupt" Game Wardens and at least one
Deputy and the shooter was known but according to the Sheniff the cnime neven happened
but wond on the street is that the shooten was Ricky HanweII, the same HOA Board Memben,
that innepenably damaged millions of dollans worth of trees on oun Church and Foundation
propenties in CONTEMPT 0F COURT.

Our sacred Native American worship site has also been vandalized in the past but even
worse I was thneatened with !24 years in jail and a $143,500 fine for legally and in
accondance with State Law, placing purple stnipes on tnees in our Chunch owned Veterans
Cemeteny where veterans, their families and thein pets can have fnee bunial and whene
numerous crimes had taken place -- most necently the poaching of a deen on oun Chunch
cemeteny pnopenty.

Vintually all cnimes committed against my handicapped 76 year old wife, and me, and to
oun Chunch and Foundation, can be tnaced to the local HOA. Said crimes including being
shot at multiple times, two false annests fon cniminal trespassing on oun own deeded
pnoperty, being held hostage multiple times, muttiple assaults, having evidence to crimes
being stolen and on and on. The connupt DA, connupt Sheniff, conrupt Constable, and some

conrupt District Judges make it impossible to get any help from local law enfoncement.

WHY? We nefused to sell out to billionaines out of Dubai, their pantner loe Nocito, that
Forbes Magazine neponted that Nocito owed the IRS mult-millions of dollans and two
wealthy women fnom Highland Pank. The plan in 2OO4 was fon oun L2 miles of extremely
valuable watenfnont pnopenty on Lake Livingston and at that time over around 2r5OO acnes
was to have become the thind DISNEY CITY in the US. Phase One was to have been $1.6
billion in taxable development, thus making everyone in Watenwood instant milionaires.

We used oun life's savings to purchase and pnotect just a litt1e nemnant of GOD'S HOLY

CREATION -- not to create another Disney City like Anaheim, Califonnia on Onlando,
Florida

Oun beautiful daughten was kiIled, we believe by hen estnanged husband, so that he could
collect anound $6OOK in life insurance and hen valuable community pnopenty. We bunied
hen on Easten Sunday and the veny next day the same HOA official destnoyed hundneds of
thousands of blooming wildflowens on GOD'S GARDEN PARKT^JAY in CONTEMPT OF COURT. Oun
Church had owned God's Ganden Pankway but our of thneats, harassment and financial and
emotional duress coming from the HOA finally agneed to seII the HOA God's Ganden Pankway,
which iS still CONSECRATED with its oven l-30 native species upon condition that aII of
God's HoIy species be protected by the HOA, but after we bunied out daughter who was to
have taken oven oun Chunch and Foundation natunal aneas upon our deaths and who Ioved the
beautiful wildflowers and other native plants, the HOA has nepeatedly mowed down any
flowen that dares its head.

The HOA, of which our chunch and Foundation pnopenties are not a pant, meets ALL OF THE

CRITERIA to be ORGANIZED CRIME and the three pensons who more recently stole $],OO,OOO
fnom us also meet the definition of ORGANIZED CRIME but we have been unable to get help
fnom any law enfoncement agency in either hlalken on San lacinto County fon at least since
I left active Militany Service in 1974.

To get help fnom the FBI on the Texas Rangers we have been told that they have to be
nequested by the DA and in both counties both the DA's and the Sheniffs ane cornupt and
would be totally scared to caII in law enfoncement fnom out side their contnol.

Thene is a gneat deal of documentation to be found at www.georggruS5Cl.L-.-0g!.

t,rJe ungently need help, especially in those areas that the ATF has been tasked with to
investigate, such as CHURCH ARSON, and hopefully place the "organized criminals" in
custody.

The Univensal Ethician Chunch is not a "Christian Chunch" but instead is a chunch of
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wonld peace between aII humanity and considens aII of God's HoIy Cneation to be Sacred
which is also a primary reason to be hated.

The HOA has, in CONTEMPT OF COURT, totally destnoyed oun FIRST AMENDMENT RIGHTS and
refuses to allow us to attempt to pnotect oun church pnopenties fnom poachens, vandals,
arsonists, thieves or othen cniminals and refuses to allow us to even enect a beautiful
church sign with a quotation by Jesus, who is veny impontant to our neligious beliefs as
a man and not a god.

Oun chunch and foundation and my wife and I, has had to spend hundneds of thousands of
dollans in the legal defense of oun sacned propenties.

PLEASE HELP!!!!

George H. Russell, Bishop
THE UNIVERSAL ETHICIAN CHURCH

936-58L-4302

P. S. If you have an investigator that needs a place to stay since loe Nocito destnoyed
the $30 million dollar country club, hotel, nestaunant, marina stone and gas gacilities
because we nefused to sell out to his partnens to establish the thind Disney City, you
can stay in our guest house at our INSTITUTE FOR STRATEGIC BIOSPHERIC STUDIES CONFERENCE

CENTER at no cost to the ATF on any othen associated agency tasked with looking into the
chnonic HATE CRIMES that we have had to endune since 2OO4 if you are allowed by law to
accept free accommodations.
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Re: ST0P HARASSING MElll

\NSubject: Re: STOP HARASSING ME!!!
From: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: 1,/ t512022 7 :37 PM

To: Aron Ku I h avy <aku I havy@ h u ntsvil letx. gov>, Jake

George Russell <ghr@cyberclone. net>
Mien k <jm ien k@ palestineherald.com>,

I will be visiting with the AG about Elden Abuse and I believe that threatening me
with jail fon no legitimate neason in negand to public safety meets the definition
of ELDER ABUSE.

There ane EXTREMELY UNSAFE BUILDINGS IN HUNTSVILLE whene people could easily be
tnapped and killed: One of the wonst is lohn Ken smither''s Bed and Bneakfast on the
north side of the square. There is ZERO possibly of escape in the event of a fine.
Anothen extnemely DANGEROUS building is the foun stony Sam Houston Antique MaIl with
ZERO escape fnom any of the floon in the event of a fine..

And by the way, Danny Pierce's junk building has bnoken asbestos tiles inside.
When I met with the City when I bought the meth house, whore house and cnime HQ on
Sam Houston Ave. I was pnomised that the City would not hanass me fon cleaning the
buildings up and nestoning them, but NOOOO, thene wene asbestos tiles on the floons
and I was cited and it cost me a fontune to deal with what is inside vintually eveny
old building in Huntsville, so it stands to neason that to be fain the City should
cite Danny Pience and fonce him to abate the asbestos floon tiles.

Sevenal yeans ago I watched as lohn Kenn
his buildings. The wonkers didn't have
cnushed asbestos tiles.

Smithen smashed asbestos siding fnom one of
the benefit of masks to avoid inhaling the

Lloyd Mi1len has entened into, thneatening me fon no neasonr which
ELDER ABUSE.

1n my op]-nr_on

A11 that had to be done is fon Anon Kulhavy to call me fon an update on pnogness in
making the stnucture more appealing to the public, and letting me know if there wene
any GENUINE safety issues r.athen than an encyclopedia of NONSENSE.

IT IS NOT A RESIDENCE and if it even becomes a habitation again, it will be upgraded
to meet any and all legitimate codes.

In Watenwood, when being harassed because we nefused to selI out to the billionaines
out of Dubai fon the THIRD DISNEY CITY IN AMERICA, I have been fonced to SUE SEVERAL
OF THE PERPS PERSONALLY, which usually nesults in them backing off and even moving
away, because I do NOT sue anyone that is not ILLEGALLY HARASSING AND INTIMIDATING
ME.

Please orden Lloyd Mi11en to CEASE AND DESIST FRoM FURTHER THREATS AND HARASSMENT,
which to me amounts to a HATE CRIME against 76 year old senior citizens, one of whom
is confined to a wheelchain.

My book as finally been published that points God's fingen dinectly AGAINST the
chnistian taliban chief of police that uses his neligious insanity as a weapon to
destnoy me. He needs to be FIRED FOR IUST CAUSE IMMEDIATELY! !

It iS tOtAllY UNCONSTITUTIONAL fon him to use RELIGIOUS ZEALOTRY AND EXTREM]SM TO
HARASS AND PUNISH ME BECAUSE AS HE SAID, i am going to bunn in the fines of Hell
because I am NOT A CHRISTIAN! ! !

1of 3 1./1.812022 9:12 AM



Re: STOP HARASSING ME!!!

His use of the bible to condemn me to heII is a FEDERAL HATE CRIME in my opinion.

I will bring you a copy of my new book that the Chief's neliglous ternonism
influenced my decision to wnite and publish: SATAN'S GREATEST LIES and THE ETHICIAN
BIBLE.

ghn

On 1,/1,5/2022 3i04 PM, Geonge H. Russell wnote:
15 lanuany 2@22

I got a letten harassing me about L700 Ave S. IT IS STILL A CRIME SCENE and is
POSTED. The meth lab blew up because the neligious nut job Chief of Po1ice
REFUSED TIME AND TIME AGAIN TO TAKE THE CRIMINAL TRESPASSERS AND DANGEROUS
DRUGG]ES TO ]AIL AFTER BEING CALLED TIME AND TIME AGAIN.

He knows the names of the ansonists and I believe that they ane still at Iange.

I filed a claim with the City to have Kevin Lunsfond held nesponsible fon the
fine and he needs to pay fon the damages.

THE STRUCTURE IS SAFE! ! !

I have been building and restoning houses and othen histonic pnopenties on two
continents since 1951 ! ! ! The oldest building that I have nestoned dates back to
the year t,000. Go to "Uldw-.llj-ir,qy8-triAq.q_$ry" for photo gallenies of the
histonic buildings I have nestored in Italy.

taJhoeven Lloyd Mi11en is, he had no night to THREATEN ME. If he had listed an
actual hazand, then we could have taken action immediately but insane harassment
should be gnounds to tenminate his employment with the city.

By the way, when is the city going to pay fon the $5O,OOO in damages to oun
Children's Museum? At least that would give us some money to cune any neal or
actual safety issue with LTOO Ave S.

If thene are any actual dangers associated with the stnuctune we will take cane
of them.

Ansonists bunned our 1845 1og chunch to the gnound on December 2L-22,202'J, and of
course the ATF has not yet come to investigate

Oun daughten, Karen Lee Russel1, was MURDERED on Manch 30, 2O2L and the same
Chief of Police has not allowed a thorough investigation, as the chief suspect is
"pnotected" by the oligarchy. The chief gave the obvious suspect exclusive use
of the house that we had put Kanen fon hen safety. He gave him hen computen,
ceIl phone, hen necords and all possessions including the vehicle she was killed
in. The autopsy was kept hidden fnom us fon around 8 months and now we know
why. The tnajectoty of the buIlet was the opposite of the dinection it would
have gone had she puIled the triggen, and worse yet she had L4 BLUNT FORCE TRAUMA
I^JOUNDS on her body.

She was happy as a lank when I talked to hen the monning of her death. Thene is
so much evidence pointing to the chief suspect including collecting anound
$600,000 in insunance and then selling pnoperty including hen pnopenty and
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community pnoperty fon anound $1.7 miIIon dollars and then stealing $100K fnom
me.

With the help of two accomplices he recently stole anothen $tOO,OOO fron us, in
addition to being defnauded out of at least a million dol1ans.

Ltoyd Mi1len must be another person ondened to HATE ME! ! ! He acts like he has a

skill set fan superior to the skill set of any building contnacton I have even
heand of.

tnJe have alneady spent a lot of time and money making basic stnuctunal repains and
due to the fneeze, the murder of oun daughter and dealing with MULTIPLE HATE
CRIMES AGAINST OUR CHURCH AND FOUNDATION in hjatenwood we have to wonk on that
TTOO Ave S pnoject when we have time and money.

So in the meantime wnite me a check ln the amount of $50, OOO so that we can
continue to wonk on the structune on deduct it from Lunsfond's pay.

And please keep in mind that the COVID epidemic messed up the whole country and
we have all been seniously affected such as tenants nefusing to pay rent and
doing up to $75,OOO in damages to a single stnuctune.

ghn

JUST READ THE INSANE LIST OF NONSENSE IN THE ''NOTICE OF VIOLATION" LETTER!!!

Now to the the bnoke down eyesone across the stneet fnom Heartfield Flonist.
Knisti Zeltnen is 49 yeans old and that building has been rotting since she was a
young child.

County Judge Danny Pience and othen "insidens" l-ike lohn Kenn Smoithen can get by
with anything and nothing happens to them.

Pierce got a penmit to nestone the building at an alleged cost of $1,,OO0. The
permit was just eye candy and is NULL AND VOID as it expined without Pience
neplacing even one notten board on painting over the graffiti.

TEXAS OPEN RECORDS ACT

PIease submit the educational and wonk background of Lloyd Mi1Ier, along with his
nate of pay and othen expenience.



TERRORISTIC THREAT

Subject: TERRORISTI C TH R EAT

From: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: t/20/2022, 9:55 PM

To: "cou ncil @ hu ntsvil letx.gov" <cou ncil @ h untsvi lletx.gov>, Aron Ku l havy

t1t,)

<akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, Jake Mienk <jmienk@palestineherald.com>, George Russell

<ghr@cyberclone.net>, Hans Barcus <hans@bctexaslawyers.com>, moo <sue@cyberclone.net>, Anne

Russell <anneonvacation@yahoo.com>, JAnE McCullah <jmccullah@sbcglobal.net>

2O January 2022

I^]HAT IS YOUR MOTIVE FOR ISSUING A TERRORISTIC THREAT AGAINST ME AND MY CRIPPLED SENIOR

CITIZEN I^IIFE? THE INSANE CHRISTIAN TALIBAN PSYCHO CHIEF OF POLICE WHO PERSONALLY

CONDEMNED ME TO THE FIRES OF HELL AND PROMOTES THE DEATH PENALTY FOR INNOCENT PEOPLE SO

THAT THEY CAN BE I^JITH ]ESUS SOONER IS TOTALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE DRUGGIE GANG BLONING UP

ouR $60ak HousE AT !7oo AVENUE S.

HE KNOI^JS THE NAMES OF THE ARSONISTS AND SEVERAL OF THE OTHER DRUGGIE CRIMINALS AND HAS

REFUSED TO TAKE ANY ACTION TO HAVE THEM ARRESTED AS FAR AS I KNOId. HIS HATRED OF ME

BECAUSE I AM NOT A PSYCHO-CHRISTIAN PROVES THAT HE SHOULD BE FIRED IMMEDIATELY BEFORE HE

CAUSES MORE HARM TO PEOPLE THAT HE HATES BECAUSE THEY DO NOT THUMP ON B]BLES AT HIS SAVIE

INSANE CADENCE.

AS HE BELIEVES THAT THE BIBLE IS THE BREATHED WORD OF GOD THEN WHY DIDN'T HE EAT THE FLESH

OF HIS SONS AND DAUGHTERS, KILL ALL GAY PEOPLE, PURCHASE SLAVES AND FOLLOI^J THE EVILS IN
THE SATANIC B]BLE.

DUE TO HIS HATE AND INSANITY I WROTE AND PUBLISHED A BOOK: ''SATAN'S GREATEST LIES & THE

ETHICIAN BIBLE." I WILL GIVE AN AUTOGRAPHED COPY TO ANY COUNCIL MEMBER ]NTERESTED IN WHY

THE TOTALLY ETHICALLY CORRUPT CHIEF OF POLICE PUSHED ME INTO I^IRITING AND PUBLISHING TH]S
BOOK.

I TOTALLY BELIEVE IN THE TOTAL SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE BUT FOR PUBLIC OFFICIALS TO

USE THEIR INSANE RELIGIOUS VIEI^JS TO PUN]SH CITIZENS THAT DO NOT hIORSHIP IN THE SAME WAY IS
ILLEGAL AND UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

I AM TOTALLY D]SGUSTED I^JITH HPD VEHICLES HAVING 'UNCONSTITUTIONAL RELIGIOUS MESSAGES

PAINTED ON THEIR REAR ENDS" GET THAT UNCONSTITUTIONAL RELIG]OUS MESSAGES OFF OF THOSE

POLICE CARS! ! !

OUR MILLION DOLLAR 1845 CHURCH BUILDING t/{AS TORCHED BY HATERS ON DEC 21ST AND THERE ARE

SEVERAL SUSPECTS THAT HATE OUR CHURCH AND HATE ME.

USING HIS INSANE RELIGIOUS BEL]EFS TO UNCONSTITUTIONALLY HARASS AND THREATEN ME IS A

FEDERAL HATE CRIME IN MY OPINION.

We will wonk on the house as soon as we have the funds and as soon as our contnactors can
bneak away from dozens of wonk onders from the freeze last year, the destruction of oun
pnopenties, and the lack of income from tenants nefusing to pay rent.

SO t^lHY DOESN'T THE CHIEF OF POLICE GO AFTER I^IHOEVER MURDERED OUR DAUGHTER INSTEAD OF

PROTECTING THE CHIEF SUSPECT? HAVE ANY OF YOU SEEN THE AUTOPSY REPORT THAT I^JAS KEPT

HIDDEN FROM US FOR MANY MONTHSI ] hIILL PROVIDE A COPY TO ANYONE INTERESTED IN THE FACT

THAT IT I^]AS HIDDEN FROM US THAT KAREN SUFFERED FROM 14 BLUNT TRAUMA WOUNDS AND THE

TRAJECTORY OF THE BULLET THAT KILLED HER COULD NOT HAVE POSSIBLY FROM BEING FROM HER FIRING
THE GUN.

SHE WAS THROI^JN OUT OF THE DEATH CAR INTO THE DIRT, AND HER NEIGHBOR WAS NOT ALLOWED TO TRY

1. of 2 9/1,2/2023' 4:13 PM



TERRORISTIC THREAT

TO SAVE HER AND THE CHIEF OF POLICE GAVE 1.OO% OF THE EVIDENCE TO THE CHIEF SUSPECT

]LLEGALLY! ! !

ghn
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Fwd:

Subject:Fwd: t4nfiS
From:GeorgeHRussell <ghr@cyberclone.net> I l'"
Date: L/2612O22, 8:23 PM

To: Jake M ien k <jmien k@palestinehera ld.com>, George Russel I <gh r@cyberclone.net>

Typical City hate crimes caused by the psycho-christian chief of police that hates me, my church and

loves criminals that wear christian crosses around their necks.

Forwarded Message

Subject:update
Date:Wed,26 Jan 2022 L5:44:59 -0600

From:George H. Russell Sghr@Syberc,lone. net>

To:Aron Kulhavy <akulhavv@huntsvilletx.BoV), George Russell59hr@cyberclone.net>,
j e n n y_@ sy b e rc!-o n e. n e! S 

jg! n y-@Sy b e rc.|-A n e . n e D.

1. Hlllbilly Scott was supposed to come back from a job up north to begin work on the 1700 Ave S

house that HPD refused to take action to remove the criminals therein.

2. The rain knocked him out of finishing the log cabin but he is supposed to arrive this evening.

3. Old Man Chris was supposed to come to work on Monday but he can't walk.

 . Hillbilly Jack is in North Carolina for physical therapy which is why Hillbilly Scott had to take over the
log cabin job.

5. Hillbilly Ray Ray has a bad heart and can't work in the rain or when too cold.

6. Hillbilly Ted can work but he has limited skills.

7. Choo Choo is good at cleanup so Mike Zeltner dropped off the dump trailer that was at our shop in

Dodge. Mike has a bad back.

8. Scott is supposed to bring a strong non-crippled helper so just as soon as possible we will try to
make the place presentable to the public. lt is no longer a habitation but we want it to look good

enough so that someone will buy the lot and perhaps restore the house.

Bottom Line: We are doing the best we can with what and who we have to work with.

ghr

P. S. You complained about a 6 month delay while the DANGEROUS SIDEWALK in front of our African

Museum has been unsafe and non-ADA compliant for decades.

1. of 2 8127/2023' 416PM



Fwd:

My crippled wife has yet to be able to inter the museum that she half paid for.

I thought that there was a grant to make the sidewalk both safe and attractive.

?????

if,i, "rril has been checked fon vinuses by Avast antivinus softwane.
https: //www.avast. co
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Re: update

Subject: Re: update
From: "George H. Russell" <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: L/3L/2022, L2:4L PM

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>

Thanks. The same Chief of Police is blatantly covening up the death of our daughten.
Fnank weans a huge chnisitan cnoss, which is sont of like he has done no wnong. Have you
seen the autopsy nepont that was kept hidden fon sevenal months? lane finally tracked it
down. 14 blunt force trauma wounds wene found on hen body. She had zeno dr"ugs in hen
system. She only had one shoe on. The latex gloves on the gnound beside the "death can"
wene not examined. Fnank was given total access and allowed to keep us out of oun own

house that we had placed hen in fon hen own safety and he was given L@0% access to hen
files, computer', ce11 phone and any evidence that may had shed light on the tnue facts
behind hen death.

l/ oos

So then suddenly Frank acquired all of hen
told $600K in life insunance and then went
He then was able to steal $LOO,OOO from ne
my money back.

Who has the authonity to fire the psycho-neligious chief?

ghr

On t/3L12022 LL:4L AM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

George,

I let Kevin know and he'll be in touch with you.
issues, but I'll get an update.

'Thanks,

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
L212 Avenue M
936-29L-540L

pensonal pnopenty including neal estate and I am

to PoIk County to close a hlalker County sa1e.
via two co-conspinators and I still don't have

I'm not sure on the status of the other

On Fri, )an 28,2022 al8:30 PM George H Russell <gh.f@Sy!Cfel_q!_e,_n_e!> wrote:

He can visit with my crew and me. I have not detected any rot problems and keep in mind we

are just making it presentable to the neighborhood and NOT restoring it as a residence unless the
totally corrupt Chief of Police with his hatred of me because I don't thump bibles at his same

cadence is TOTALLY responsible forthe destruction by refusing to take gangsters to jail and who is
also NOT properly investigating the death of our daughter.

He gave the chief suspect TOTAL ACCESS ILLEGALLY to any and all evidence associated with the
" mu rder".
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Re: update

Why doesn't he worry about anybody in the Sam Houston Antique Center burning alive if ever a

fire starts and John Kerr Smither's extremely dangerous structures including his bed and

breakfast on the North side of the square?

Has Danny Pierce started restoring his obnoxious building on Sam Houston Avenue that has

disgraced Huntsville for decades?

ghr

On 1/28120229:50 AM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

George,

Thank you for the update. Kevin Byal wanted to touch base with you to look at the
house as he had some concerns about possible rot since it has been exposed for so
long. He is copied on this email and will be in touch.

As to the sidewalk project, unfortunately we were not awarded the grant for the
project we discussed with you last year. We are looking into other funding
opportunities for these projects and maybe with all of the infrastructure money
Congress approved, we can find some there. In the meantime, we'll look to see if
we can make some adjustments to this one section.

Thanks for keeping us updated

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
121-2 Avenue M
936-29L-s401.

On Wed, Jan26,2022at 3:45 PM George H. Russell <ehl@ryberc!_ong,ng!> wrote:
1-. Hlllbilly Scott was supposed to come back from a job up north to
begin work on the 1700 Ave S house that HPD refused to take action to
remove the criminals therein.

2. The rain knocked him out of finishing the log cabin but he is

supposed to arrive this evening.

3. Old Man Chris was supposed to come to work on Monday but he can't walk.

4. Hillbilly Jack is in North Carolina for physical therapy which is why
Hillbilly Scott had to take over the log cabin job.

5. Hillbilly Ray Ray has a bad heart and can't work in the rain or when
too cold.
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Re: update

6. Hillbilly Ted can work but he has limited skills.

7. Choo Choo is good at cleanup so Mike Zeltner dropped off the dump
trailer that was at our shop in Dodge. Mike has a bad back.

8. Scott is supposed to bring a strong non-crippled helper so just as

soon as possible we will try to make the place presentable to the
public. lt is no longer a habitation but we want it to look good enough
so that someone will buythe lot and perhaps restore the house.

Bottom Line: We are doing the best we can with what and who we have to
work with.

ghr

P. S. You complained about a 6 month delay while the DANGEROUS SIDEWALK

in front of ourAfrican Museum has been unsafe and non-ADA compliant for
decades.

My crippled wife has yet to be able to inter the museum that she half
paid for.

Ithought that there was a grant to make the sidewalk both safe and
attractive.

?????
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Subject: Fwd: vERY SERIOUS PROBLEMS NO POLTCE PROTECTTON EXCEPT PROTECTION OF CRIMINALS

From: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: 1.13t12020, 11:09 PM

To: Nell Constantinople <nell.constantinople@gstprods.com>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>

Nell:
flao

Youwon'tbelievethisshit. ltneverends. Krakhedsquattersburneddownoneofthefinesthomes
ever built in Huntsville. Of course lam self-insured. The house exploded and wasfull of squatters
that I had been trying to get rid of for months. The squatters told the cops that they were tenants
but the cops refused to ask them to show any proof such as a lease and then although the house was

off-limits to me, the owner because it was "too dangerous", they let the trespassers and squatters
enter the property.

Huntsville is a cesspool of inbred white-trash'christians'and I fear it will get worse if the Nazi

Republicans keep protecting Trump who is quite busy destroying my life's work of trying to keep

America the Beautiful - beautiful.

Forwarded Message

Subject:VERY SERIOUS PROBLEMS NO POLICE PROTECTION EXCEPT PROTECTION OF CRIMINALS

Date:Fri, 31 Jan 2020 22:48:31 -0600
From :George H Russe I I Sehf@Sylercl-q-le.l9Q

To:cou ncil @ h u ntsvil I etx.gov <cou ncil @ h u ntsvilletx.BoV), Aron Ku lhavy
<a ku I h avv_@ h u ntsvi I letx.Bov>, G eorge R ussel I Sgh r@ rybe rclo n e.. n eD,
Newsroom@itemonline.com, Sue Ann Delk <sueann@cvberclone.net>, Marilyn Philips
<m.qfilyl@syberclone.ne>, jenny_@Sybercl_one.ne!, moo <rug@Syberclo.le.!e!2, Tito Estrada

_<jenaro45@_vahoo.com>, Frank Robinson lll<frank@_p1es[getexas.com>, Karen Robinson
<karen@_6[getexas.com>, Anne Russell <anneonvacation@_yahoo.com>, HANS Barcus
<ha ns@ bctexaslawve rs.com>

Police refuse to arrest trespassers at 1700 Ave S. The meth heads that burned down my half million
dollar house, no doubt cooking meth came back tonight to raid the place.

The police REFUSED to take them to jail, but MY STAFF AND lwere warned by Fire Chief Greg Mathis
that WE would go to jail if we entered the property and promised to call me when the trespass ban

was lifted so the my staff could secure what is left of the property.

I have (OR HAD) lots of valuable possessions in the propertythat I had not had time to remove and

take to our museums.

The worthless cops told me that I would have to file "eviction" papers against CRIMINAL TRESPASSERS

that aTe NOTTENANTS AND NEVER HAVE BEEN TENANTS. THEY ARE TRESPASSERS AND THEY
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FWd:VERY SERIOUS PROBLEMS NO POLICE PROTECTION EXCEPT PROTECTION OF CRIMINALS

BURNED DOWN MY HOUSE AND I HAVE NO INSURANCE. The dispatcher and the cop on duty were
quite rude and didn't give a shit.

This is not the first time that cops have allowed our properties to be emptied by known hood rats. lt
was the crooked Black cop, Broderick Davis, that had been called to tellthe criminals to get out and

quit stealing from inside one of our apartments, that gave hood rat hand shakes to the criminals and

told them that they could continue emptying the apartment.

I AM SICK AND TIRED OF CROOKED COPS.

The cops REFUSED to arrest the man that stole our CHURCH'S ANTI-DEATH PENALTY SIGN at 14th and

University because he had a Christian cross around his neckand the Chief also refused to do anything
buttell me thatthe thief was a Baptist and that he had been Pre-forgiven since he had been'saved by

Jesus' and agreed that Jesus was in favor of the death penalty, even for innocent people since they
would get to be with Jesus sooner.

This psychotic crap is why First Baptist Church has harbored pedophiles and other criminals for
decades, because "once saved always saved and once saved one can never be unsaved".

The book I am writing as a theologian is: SATAN'S GREATEST LIES!!!

So if I put a big gold cross around my neck lcan stealanything lwant in Huntsville with no problem?

The cops told me that Mathis gave the people permission to be on and in the burned out house.

Mathis would not even accompany me further into the yard for a closer look this afternoon. What
kind of B.S. is going on.

The cops were called time and time again that drug deals were taking place lN THE MIDDLE OF THE

NIGHT and to take a sniffer dog and take them all to jail LONG BEFORE THEY BURNED DOWN THE

HOUSE.

lf the cops had donetheir job backthen my house would still be intact and nowto add insultto injury
the squatters and trespassers have been given free reign to take out anything they wish.

lf anything is missing then I DEMAND THAT THEY ALL BE ARRESTED AND TAKEN TO JAIL. There is no

waythat a candle could have caused the house to explode. METH LAB is the ONLY possible reason.

The girl that I have been trying to ease out ever since her father died is a known DRUGGIE and has

gone to jail more than once for various crimes according to what I have heard.

He told me that it was too dangerous to enter even with the trespass warning signed by a judge,

according to him, would be lifted at some point in the future AND THAT I WOULD BE GIVEN

ADEQUATE NOTICE TO SECURE THE PREMISES.

Do I have to sue the Southern Baptist "Saved" Chief of Police personally if anything of mine is missing
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FWd: VERY SERIOUS PROBLEMS NO POLICE PROTECTION EXCEPT PROTECTION OF CRIMINALS

from the house when he allowed the criminals to enter the premises before I was told that I could

enter the premises or secure it?

Mathis just called me at 1,0:37 and said that the City BUILDING OFFICIAL DROPPED THE BALL AND

WAS TO HAVE SECURED THE BUILDING. IT WAS THE SAME WORTHLESS GUY THAT TOLD ME WHAT

HAZ-MAT COMPANY TO CALL TO CLEAN THE HUMAN FECES OUT OF OUR CHILDREN.S MUSEUM AND

THAT THE CITY WOULD PAY FOR THE CLEAN-UP AND THE REPAIRS.

THE CORRUPT MAYOR LIED ABOUT THE BROKEN SEWER LINE AND I WAS BLAMED FOR THE FECES.

THE CROOKED CITY ATTORNEY LIED TO THE ITEM AND SAID THAT THE SEWER LINE WAS CLEAN AND

CLEAR AND THAT THE CITY WAS REPLACING THE WATER LINE AND NOT THE SEWER LINE.

The mayor and city attorney are both pathological liars!!!l However they have a lot of catching up to
do to beat Trump's thousands of lies.

ghr
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Re: update

t-f 0b
Subject: Re: update
From: "George H. Russell" <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date:2/8/2022,3:09 PM

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>

Thanks. My mental health is gone fnom the anson fire that destroyed our 1845 church as
weII as the munden of our daughten Kanen, which we believe had been planned over a peniod
of at least two years as well as the theft of my $LOO,@OO by a gang of three co-
conspinatons. The blatant disregand fon the law by our psychotically dangerous ultna
neligious Chief of Police is untenable. The death scene was ABSOLUTELY NOT SECURED and the
chief suspect in hen death was given access to her home, reconds, computer, ceII phone and
even the death can.

It seems she died intestate, which all of us believe to be anothen lie and she was

meticulous in evenything she did so her will mysteniously disappeaned.

14 blunt fonce tnauma wounds on her body, tnajectony of the bullet woul-d have made it
impossible for hen to have shot henself, she was happy as a lank when I called hen the
monning of her "murden". If you wear a big cross anound your neck, acconding to the chief
you will go to heaven no matter what you have done in the past on in the futune. He needs
to be FIRED immediately!!! He is in direct and dangenous violation of the Texas and U.S.
Constitutions.

ghn

On 2/8/2022 2:35 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

; George,

i Thank you for the update. Glad to see the work going on out there.

IIAK
, Aron Kulhavy, AICP

i city Manager
i, L2L2Avenue M
i gso-zgr-s4.or

On Tue, Feb 8, 2022 at 2:05 PM George H. Russell <eh_L@ry!9rc.!_on_e.!e!> wrote:
Scott left the log cabin project near Dallas and brought three workers
with him to get as much work done as possible.

Jack came down from therapy in Nor:th Carolina to supervise the cabin job

so Scott had to go try to finish that project this week while it is sunny.

Hopefully he and at least one or two other workers can be back on the
job by this weekend.

Scott said he had a conversation with the people next door and their
main concern was vagrants coming our of the
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Re: update

Gibbs woods and not the appearance of the house.

However my main goal is to make it look presentable.

They got three of the huge plate glass windows installed which was a

major undertaking.

Thanks for your patience.

A priority is to measure and order the roofing to match the surviving
metal roof.

ghr
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ARSON FIRE AT 17OO AVE S

Subject: ARSON FIRE AT 1700 AVE S

From: "George H. Russel l" <gh r@ cyberclone. net>

Date: 3 / L012O22. 2:54 PM

imap : //ghr@ mail.fusemail.net:99 3 /fetch% 3 EUI D0lo 3 E'IN BOX'.'

To: khammond@huntsvilletx.gov, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>, "jenny@cyberclone.net"

<jen ny@ cybe rcl o ne. n et>

lO l(aech 2022

Kevin Hammmond:

On Januany 29, 2OZO, ansonists set fine to the house and the meth lab aIlegedly in the basement

blew up and did well oven $3OO,OOO in uninsuned damages to the house.

A gang of dnuggies was allowed by oun Chief of Police to invade the house, noam the neighbonhood

nignt-anO day, set up a dnuggie camp in the Gibbs Woods behind the house and none wene even

annested that we know of despite nepeated ca1ls to HPD.

This was obviously due to Kevin Lunsfond's deep seated hatned of me and my religious beliefs that
do not match his own. He nefused to arnest known vandafs and thieves that tone down, stomped on

and stole oun chunch's anti-death penalty sign twice. AIl I asked was that the thief be given a

$5 fine and be neleased but since the thief had been "saved", he did no wrong by stealing the
sign. Acconding to Lunsfond, "once saved, always saved and aI1 future sins are pne-forgiven in
advance" and "lesus is in favon of innocent people being executed because they get to be with
Jesus soonen", and I am going to hetl because I am NQT a Chnistian.

It's ok unden our Constitution to believe anything he wishes but thene is supposed to be a

SEPARATION OF CHURCH AND STATE and Lunsfond has no nespect fon the us CoNSTITUTIoN and has "In God

14e Trust" painted on each police vehicle in VIOLATION 0F THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION.

Dannen parker necovered stolen wallets, credit cards, check books etc. in rooms occupied by

"Launen" and "Heathen".

In addition to bongs, pipes, and I believe elements of meth production.

fl00 5

KNOt^lN COUPLE and as far as I know they have neven been annested
not believe that "Heather" or "Launen" have gone to jail due to
nooms.

The anson fine was stanted bY a

and changed with arson and I do
the stolen items found in thein

We wanted to evict them as squatters but they were violent and dangenous and we wene afnaid that
if we evicted them they would retaliate and bunn down the house.

If the Chief had done his job and annested the cniminals oun house would still be intact othen

than the intenior filth and darages which we could have nepained fon anound $25'OOO.

Therefone please find out if any of the cniminals have been annested, especially the two known to
have stanted the fire that blew up the house.

Thanks,

George H. Russell

This email has been checked fon vinuses by Avast antivings softwane.
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Re: various

Subject: Re:various
From: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: 5/ 23 12022, 9:5 1- PM

tTob 5

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>, Anne Russell

<anneonvacation@yahoo.com>, Jane McCullah <jmccullah@sbcglobal.net>, moo

<sue@cyberclone.net>

This entire coverup of the murder is a crime itself. Frank and his co-conspirators should already be in
jail. Documented theft of 5100,000 from a senior citizen is a felony. Anne flew in from California a

couple of weeks ago wanting to visit with the DA who has done ZERO and he lied to her; would not

see her, and said that he is waiting for the "ballistics test", keeping in mind that the maximum time in
Texas for a ballistics test if 6 weeks and not L4 months.

Same thing hiding the autopsy for 8 months and lying about it the entire time.

Protecting Karen's killer is a crime in and of itself.

ghr

On 5/2312022 2:47 PM, George H. Russell wrote:

The contnact on the acne lot and house nemains was for $25OK net to selIer. The buyen
was go, go, go and then suddenly when interest nates went up, the buyen bailed.

Yes - It is fon sa1e. My 77th birthday was yestenday and since our daughter's ki1len
defnauded us out of a mitlion dollar s and got us into debt, then sold Kanen's "community
pnopenty" for. oven $1.7 million, collected some $6AATOOO in life insunance and then
conspined with two othen men to steal $1OO,000 fnom me, I don't have the funds to nestone
it on the enengy.

HPD has NOT done a thor ough investigation and when I offened a packet of documented proof
of the .theft of the $1,OOK the "detective" did not respond furthen proving that thene has
yet to be any genuine investigation.

Go to www.geongenussell.net and examine the autopsy repont that took us 8 months to get.

I'11 tny to find the Smither easement. My attonney advised Smithen that he had no legal
night to destr.oy native vegetation belonging to the ETHICIAN FOUNDATION and that he owed

us $10, OO@ foc damages.

ghr

On 5123/20221"2:02 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

Good morning George. I hope you had a good weekend.

I spoke with the Chief last week and it is my understanding that the PD has finished
gathering information on your daughter's case and it will be presented to the grand
jury in the near future.

I'm sorry to hear the purchaser of the house on Avenue S fell through. Are you still
interested in selling it? I may have someone that is interested if you are. And yes, we
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are working with other folks in town to get their properties fixed as well.
never go as quickly as we would like.

As to Smither cutting the vegetation, it sounds more like a civil issue, but
along to see if there was anything illegal that took place. We may need a
easement. If you have it readily available, could you send it over.

I think that's all for now.

Thanks.

AK

Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
1212 Avenue M
936-29L-540L

They seem to

I'll pass it
copy of the

On Wed, May 18, 2022 al6:38 PM George H Russell <ghr@fy!gfgl-A.0e.ng!> wrote:

L. The wrong letter was sent to me. The correct letter was e-mailed to me and I responded

positively.

2. Smither's crews did not trespass in that they can use the easement but cannot destroy our

native vegetation according to the language in the easement. So, Smither needs to be

charged with "criminal mischief". Thanks for offering to send someone.

3. I had a contract to sell the house until interest rates doubled and the purchaser bailed out,

so when we can break free of emergencies we will be back on it. lncidentally, the city has

allowed Danny Pierce to create a major public eyesore for decades. He had some folks lay a

few ugly cinder blocks and the place is just as ugly as before.

4. You are dead wrong about Chief Lunsford: He allowed Christians to tear down our church

owned anti-death penalty sign in front of our security cameras. They stomped on it and he did

NOTHING. I would have been thrown in jail had ldamaged or destroyed a sign belonging to
his church. Then when the sign was stolen he refused to even charge the thief a SS fine

because he had a huge Christian cross around his neckwhen hewas caughtwith the stolen

sign and thus was pre-forgiven in advance because he was from another like fundamentalist
Bible thumping church. So according to the chief, the chief suspect that we are certain

murdered our daughter was never kept away from the "murder scene" and allowed access to
anything and everything that could have convicted him of the crime. The man wears a huge

Christian cross. His personal hatred of me and my religion is DEFINITELY A VIOLATION OF MY

CIVIL RIGHTS AS WELL AS THE CONSTITUTION that demands the separation of "church and

state". The lN GOD WE TRUST on Lunsford's police cars are UNCONSTITUTIONAL and need to
be painted over. The guy is a danger to me and others, and there has been ZERO SERIOUS

INVESTIGATION INTO THE DEATH OF OUR DAUGHTER.
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Re: various

Who gave him the right to take away our rights to our personal home that we had placed our
daughter in to protect herfrom the man who had abused her for L4 years?

Who gave him access to her cell phone, computer, all of her personal files in her home (not

his) and the "death car".

There was ZERO proper investigation into the "murder" and Kevin Lunsford is totally cupable.

So, the three men that stole $100,000 from me, are going to get away with the 2nd degree

felony? They should all three be in jail and if I am going to have funds to work on 1700

Avenue S that Lunsford refused to arrest the known criminals and so far has not arrested the
KNOWN ARSONISTS, then at the very least I need the criminals to be in jail and the stolen

$fOOf returned to me ASAP.

ln addition allthe evidence points to ELDER FRAUD due to the documented fact that Frank

Robinson defrauded my wife and me out of at least ONE MILLION DOLLARS.

ghr

On 511812022 5:L3 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

Hey George,

I'll find out what the variance case was and get back to you.

As to Smither, are you wanting to file a criminal trespass? I can have someone get
in touch with you if you are.

On the house on Avenue S, I noticed that there has not been any work done on it
in a while. Are you planning on getting the crew back out there to work on it
soon?

Finally, I do not believe that Chief Lunsford has done anything to violate your civil
rights, and he has done nothing to use any religious views to punish you or any
others. I do not know the status of the case involving your daughter but feel
confident in the ability of the HPD to ensure that it is properly investigated. I will
look into it to ensure that is the case.

I'll be back in touch soon.

AK

Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
L2L2 Avenue M
936-29L-540L

I
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On Wed, May 1-8, 2022 at 3:05 PM George H. Russell <ghr@Sylerclone.ng!> wrote:

L7 May 2022

BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT CASE NO. OL-2022

Yesterday I received a letter from the city Public Services Department

advising me of a hearing that took place on 31 March 2022,42 days

before the letter was mailed to me.

The address of the property does NOT exist in Huntsville, Texas. There

is no such address as 400 FM 190.

The letter refers to Josh Thomas as the property owner but I could find

no such property owner in the CAD records.

ljust went through 247 Thomas names on the CAD listings and found no J

or Josh Thomas on either Hwy 190 or FM 190.

I left a message for Charles Young a few minutes ago.

Bottom Line: Although I have no idea where the property in question is

I certainly believe that we should NOT be giving variances that make

Huntsville uglier than it already is.

Please investigate and let me know how this major mess-up happened.

JOHN KERR SMITHER

Today ldiscovered thatJohn KerrSmither had sent crews onto our legal

easement between Sam Houston Ave and University Ave and once again

destroyed vegetation that belongs to THE ETHICIAN FOUNDATION. The men

had just finished whacking down a trailer load of beautiful vegetation

for no legitimate reason other than to harass me.

Smither is protected as a member of the protected oligarchy and the

police will do nothing to stop him.

A few months ago he destroyed an estimated $10,000 worth of native

vegetation owned by our foundation that beautified the ugly Smither
properties on both sides of the easement.

Hans Barcus wrote to Smitherthat he had no legal rightto destroy

vegetation that does NOT belong to him and I believe that the letter
stated that he owed S10,OOO for the damages but of course he never paid

a cent.



Re: various

He has a history of criminaltrespass and criminalvandalism beyond the
easement onto other foundation property.

Some years ago he sent men to destroy a huge shade tree behind the
temple where David Zellar lives. The tree was worth several thousand
dollars and Smither agreed to pay for it but never did.

The men working for Smither and committing crimes against our foundation
refused to give their names but only said that they worked for Smither.

The license plate on their truck was CNV 298L. Please ask HPD to visit
with Smither about the latest crime committed against us.

CHIEF OF POLICE

Kevin Lunsford is responsible for the druggie gang that blew up our
beautiful house at 1700 Ave S. because of his personal hatred of me,

telling me that I am going to burn in the fires of hell because I am not
a Christian and that Jesus is in favor of the death penalty for innocent
people, "so they can be with Jesus sooner."

He is in total violation of my civil rights by refusing to defend me and

our property due to his extreme religious prejudice against me.

Even worse, he gave the chief suspect in the death of our daughter total
and complete access to the home we had placed her in for her personal
protection during her divorce from another protected member of the
oligarchy. We were not allowed into our home in which she lived for
over a week while the suspect was allowed to rummage through the house
and given access to her files, cell phone, and computer. lf there was a

will in her files it was destroyed.

It took us 8 months to obtain a copy of the autopsy report and now we
know why. The trajectory of the bullet that killed her was such that
she could not have shot herself and she had 14 BLUNT FORCE TRAUMA WOUNDS

ON HER BODY.

But since the obvious chief suspect wears an oversized Christian cross

around his neck he has been given complete protection by Kevin Lunsford.

Then the suspect was given 100% of her estate, cutting out her son, and

then almost immediately sold $t.z million in "community property" and

collected an estimated 5600,000 in life insurance proceeds.

He conspired with two other men to steal $1-00,000 from me, which makes

the 2nd degree felony theft "organized crime". I offered the detective
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Re: various

on the case, a packet of documentation proving the organized crime

felony theft of my $t00,000 but to date he has not asked to see it.

As long as HPD is under the control of a religious fanatic and operates

like an Ayatola, using extreme religious views to punish me and others
in violation ofthe Constitutional clause demanding SEPARATION OF CHURCH

AND STATE, the death of our daughter will never be properly investigated

and her killer will go free.

GHR

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
h n ps. //:uuluovas!e9.[ / a ltiy.ull

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt from
disclosure under applicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review,
use, disclosure, duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly
prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return emailand destroy all

electronic and paper copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note that
neither City of Huntsville nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility

scan attachments (if any). Thank you.

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. lf you have
received this e-mail in error, please notifu the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of
the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of Huntsville nor the
sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank you.

AVaSt This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
www.avast.com
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Re: Easement Letter

subiect: Re: Easement Letter I 7 db
From: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: 6/16/2022. 10:40 PM

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>

HPD has been contacted more than once and John Kerr is protected just as the man who murdered

our daughter is protected and the Chief protected the DRUGGIE GANG that invaded our (your)

neighborhood and blew upthe suspected Meth Lab and the known arsonists have not been brought

to justice nor the other criminals that invaded the house and destroyed it.

lf I call HPD nothing happens, but if you would ask them to visit with me and look at the damages,

then they might actually do something. John Kerr's crimes against our properties have been

repeatedly going on for many years.

HPD has only assaulted me and thrown me in jail for taking photos of criminal trespass and half a

million in criminal vandalism accompanied by my attorney.

The Chief of Police is a psychopathic religious fanatic who told me that I am going to burn in the fires

of Hell because I am NOT a Christian and refuses to do anything against crimes against me.

Our son-in-law, in addition to murdering our daughter, defrauded us out of what will amount to a

million dollars and of course HPD has the documented evidence of the theft of 5100,000 stolen by

Frank Robinson, aided and abetted by two co-conspirators making it ORGANIZED CRIME.

GHR

On 6lLG|2O22 5:28 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

George,

, Was the trespass reported to HPD? I can't help you with the money issue, but if he is
trespassing, contact HPD and they'll take care of it. I can assure you that Smither and
his folks are not protected from violating the law.

,AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
' L2L2Avenue M

936-291-5401

On Thu, Jun 9, 2022 at 2:48 PM George H. Russell <Chf@ry!.erclone_!g!> wrote:
Anon:

You asked fon pnoof that the trees nepeatedly chopped down by lohn Kerr Smithen
belonged to The Ethician Foundation.
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Re: Easement Letter

Smithen even had a huge shade tree that shades the home of David ZeIIer cut down. lohn
Kenn said he would pay for the tnee cut neven did.

That tnee was well only oun deeded pnopenty and not in the easement.

He has a bad habit of tnespassing on oun side of the propenty line and cutting oun
vegetation.

It is way past time fon Smithen to be senved with tnespass (by his crew) and vandalism.

As he is a protected memben of the loca1 oliganchy it is way past time fon him to at
Ieast CEASE AND DESIST.

He neven paid a penny of the $LI,OOO in damages fnom August 2O2O.

ghr

Forwarded Message

Su bject: Easeme nt Letter
Date:Thu, 9lun 202218:55:41 +0000

From:Hans Barcus <na ns@ Uctexastawvers.c

To:George H Russel I Sgh r@rylgrclone. net>

Avast This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
www.avast.com

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. lf you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the
original message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of Huntsville nor the sender accepts
any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank you.



Re: 1700 Avenue S

Subject:Re:l70oAvenues ,7 f0
From: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: 7 /1.812022, L0:03 PM

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>, Jenny Zeltner
<je n ny@cyberclo ne. net>, mco I I i ns @ga u ltsch ool.org

This is SICK HATE HATE CRIMES AGAINST POOR SENIOR CITIZENS!!! Do I need to SUE YOU AND THE

CORRUPT SHARIA LAW CHIEF OF POLICE PERSONALLY TO GET YOU FROM HARASSING ME AND MY

CRIPPLED SENIOR CITIZEN WIFE?

Anyone CRIMINALLYTRESPASSING BEHINDTHE HOUSE SHOULD BE lN JAIL!!!

We are doing FAR MORE THAN DANNY PIERCE WHO HAS TURNED SAM HOUSTON AVENUE INTO A

SLUM FOR DECADES.

I spent half of Saturday attempting to sell the place to rich folks in Houston. The house would still be

intact is they had forced the corrupt Sharia Law Chief of Police to arrest the druggies running A METH

LAB OUT OF THE HOUSE IN THE OPEN AND IN FRONT OF EVERYONE.

The City should sue the evil freaks that are trying to ruin us emotionally and financially!!!

Choo was told day after day that he was doing a great job and NOBODY WOULD MESS WITH ME OR

HIM based on three days of hard work in 100+ degree heat.

ghr

On 7 /L8/2022 4:t7 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

Good afternoon George,

Thank you for sending Choo to clean the front of the house, but the rear and sides of the
house are still reportedly in need of some work. Also, when do you plan on having your
workers out there to continue with the repair to the actual structure? We are getting
additional complaints from the neighborhood and would like to get this one all finished
up. Did you have any luck with the showing of the house the previous weekend?

Let me know the status of everything when you can.

Thanks.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
t2!2 Avenue M
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Re: 1700 Avenue S

936-29L-s40t

On Thu, Jul T ,2022 at 5:44 PM George H. Russell <gbf@fybefql-g-!C.n9!> wrote:
Danny Pierce can get by with making the main stneet in Huntsville look like a slum fon
decades.

lohn Kenn Smithen can commit crimes against oun foundation and our pnopenties
nepeatedly but I am the ONLY penson thneatened and hanassed thnough no fault of my own.

ghn

On 7 /7 12022 t:26 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

George,

Since I wrote to you this morning, the Mayor and I have received another complaint
from the neighborhood on this structure and lot. I have asked the staff to take
additional enforcement action on Monday if the lot has not been cleaned up and
movement made on the repairs to the house.

Your cooperation in this matter would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
l-212 Avenue M
936-291-540L

On Thu, lul T ,2022 at LL:08 AM Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov> wrote:
George,

I was walking through the neighborhood last night and noticed that there has not
been any additional work on the house and that the lot is in need of mowing.
When can you get this addressed?

Thanks.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
L2L2 Avenue M
936-29L-540L



Re: 1700Avenue S

Subject: Re: 1700 Avenue S

From: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: 7 1L812022. 10:34 PM

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>, Jenny Zeltner
<jen ny@cyberclone.net>

Choo cleaned both sides of the house. I made sure of that. Your inspectortold him that he had done

a good job and not to worry. Please obtain permission for me to investigate each side of any house of
anyone who is so bored and mean-spirited that they have trespassed on either side and BEHIND 1700

Ave S so that I can take photos that will prove that none of the nearby folks should be outside in 100+

heat, snooping, trespassing and causing significant emotionaldistress and financialdistress caused

theTHEM and HPD. I need to be able to inspect all sides of their houses to make sure that there is
nothing that irritates me.

lf the totally corrupt and dishonest mayor would pay for the damages to our Children's Museum we

would have some money to work on the house.

ln the meantime we are dealing with plugged up toilets, leaking roofs, junk dumped in front of houses

abandoned with tenantsthat owethousands in back rent and so on. Wetook4truck loads of junkto
the dump today alone.

Guess I need to clearcut the lots behind your house and sell them for low class development to that
you can enjoy white-trash living behind you.

On 7lL8/2022 4:L7 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

Good afternoon George,

Thank you for sending Choo to clean the front of the house, but the rear and sides of the
house are still reportedly in need of some work. Also, when do you plan on having your
workers out there to continue with the repair to the actual structure? We are getting
additional complaints from the neighborhood and would like to get this one all finished
up. Did you have any luck with the showing of the house the previous weekend?

Let me know the status of everything when you can.

Thanks.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
L2L2 Avenue M
936-291.-5401.

t'l 00
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Re: 1700 Avenue S

On Thu, Ju\7,2022 at 5:44 PM George H. Russell <Shl@syberclone.ne!> wrote:
Danny Pience can get by with making the main stneet in Huntsville look like a slum for
decades.

lohn Kerr Smithen can commit crimes against our foundation and oun propenties
repeatedly but I am the ONLY person thneatened and harassed thnough no fault of my own.

ghn

On 7 /7 /2022 t:25 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

George,

Since I wrote to you this morning, the Mayor and I have received another complaint
from the neighborhood on this structure and lot. I have asked the staff to take
additional enforcement action on Monday if the lot has not been cleaned up and
movement made on the repairs to the house.

Your cooperation in this matter would be greatly appreciated.

Thanks.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
121-2 Avenue M
935-29L-s401

On Thu, Jul7,2022at 11:08 AM Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov> wrote:
George,

I was walking through the neighborhood last night and noticed that there has not
been any additional work on the house and that the lot is in need of mowing.
When can you get this addressed?

Thanks.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
L2L2 Avenue M
936-29L-5401.

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review,
use, disclosure, duplication, distribution, orthe taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly



Re: 1700 Avenue S

Subject: Re: 1700 Avenue S ;
From: "George H. Russell" <ghr@cyberclone.net> I {/ A f)
Date: 7/20/2022, !2:02 PM I I r-J -'

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>

I JUST FOUND THIS IN DRAFTS

I am doing the best I can. Without nestonation funds I have decided that I should demolish
l-908 Ave M and '1,926 Ave M but at present I don't have the nesounces.

Yes, Lunsfond HAS INDEED committed what I considen to have been hate cnimes and elden abuse
against me because of my neligious beliefs. I have neven told him that he is going to bunn
in the fires of hell on one can commit cnimes one's entine life including being a pedophile
and stil1 go to heaven.

He had no business not keeping his personal religious beliefs to himself or using them
against me.

I resent using IN GOD t^lE TRUST on our police cans as that is curnently UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
What "god"? Thene are still hundneds of gods on oun planet. Apparently ONLY the Southenn
Baptist Cult God counts in Huntsville.

ghn

On 7 /712022 4:L7 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

George,

Thanks for getting Choo out there to work on the yard. It's definitely wise to start in the
morning since it is so blasted hot.

The person who had expressed interest in it previously decided they didn't want to take
on such a project now. I'm sorry I forgot to relay that to you sooner.

We are working other cases as well trying to get things cleaned up around town, not just
this one, Unfortunately we are not getting cooperation from everyone and are elevating
our enforcement levels when necessary.

I did provide the documents you gave me to HPD and they have it with their case files.
As I understand it, things have been turned over to the DA's office and it's in their hands
now.

As I've said before, I don't believe Chief Lunsford has done anything to warrant such
comments. On a related note, Chief Lunsford will be retiring at the end of July and
Assistant Chief Slaven will be serving as the interim.

On an unrelated note, we are relooking at the sidewalk project on University. We're a
little short staffed at the moment, but we will get to it.

Thanks in advance for taking care of abating the issues on Avenue S.
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Re: 1700 Avenue S

AK

Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
l-21-2 Avenue M
936-291.-5401.

On Thu, Jul7,2022 at 3:41 PM George H. Russell <ghf@Syl9fqlorc,lC!> wrote:
Choo will begin wonking on the yand in the morning while it is still coo1.

Thanks to our totally neligious nut job Chief of Police the meth 1ab blew up causing at
Ieast $304K in uninsuned damages. He hasn't even bothered to arrest the known

ansonists .

I had a contract to sel} r'eady to go at taJalker County Title but when intenest nates
went up dramatically the contract was suddenly cancelled.

I am supposed to have a showing on Sunday.

I thought that you might have an intenested panty?

My negative cash flow was NEGATIVE $20K alone Iast month.

Did you ever come up with an offen on the lots behind youn house?

The neligious fanatic Sharia Law pnomoting chief has nefused to anrest the three
cniminals that stote $L00K fnom me and the entire documented pnoof was turned oven to
AduIt Pnotective Services and K Hammond.

Tenants have vintually destroyed sevenal rental pnopenties. Farmhouse Cafe owes who

knows how much and a new noof at City HaIl will be oven $60,000 but there has been a
delay in manufactuning the material but I have to come up with 6@% upon deliveny and I
need my $LOOK plus the million on mone that we wene defrauded out of.

Am doing the best f can but entine cnew, except Choo is nepaining extensive tenmite
damage to Kristi's house in Dodge.

17?,@ is NOT on a majon street yet Danny Pierce's eyesone is seen by thousands of people
eveny day as we have all had to look at his mess fon decades so it is no doubt the
hoity toity woman next doon naising hell when she should have demanded that the cops
annest the gang of dnuggies.

The Chief would do NOTHING fon me because he told me that I am going to bunn in the
fines of hell and that Jesus likes fon innocent people to be executed so that they can
be with Jesus soonen.

His insane view of his koo koo neligion is his night unden oun Constitution but he has
no legal right to use religious psychosis to punish me and cost us hundneds of
thousands while he appeans to pnotect the man that MURDERED oun daughten and sofd some

of hen propenty and community pnopenty for $1.7 million, collected an estimated $600K
in life insunance and was given EXCLUSIVE ACCESS to the home we placed hen in fon hen
pnotection, plus gave him hen computen, her files, her ceI1 phone and the death can.

Keep in mind that it took us anound 8 months to obtain a copy of the autopsy which
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Re: 1700 Avenue S

indicated that she suffered fron L4 blunt force tnauma wounds and the trajectory of the
bullet that killed was such that she could not have pulled the tnigger unless forced
which may explain the tnauma wound on her thumb.

Hen kitlen wears an oversized chnistian cross anound his neck so he committed no sin
and is "saved" acconding to the chief's satanic belief system.

So if Lunsfond would pay fon the damages he caused by refusing to do his job and his
extreme personal hatned of me because I am NOT a chnistian I could immediately hine a

cnew and nestore the entire house.

ghn

On7/7/2022LL:08 AM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:
I

I Georoe.
tJ
I

I

i I was walking through the neighborhood last night and noticed that there has not

I neen any additional work on the house and that the lot is in need of mowing. When

I can you get this addressed?
I

I
I

I Thanks.
I
I

IAK
i Aron Kulhavy, AICP
I

I City Manager

I tztzAvenue M

I gss-zgr-s+or

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt from disclosure
under applicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review,
use, disclosure, duplication, distribution, orthe taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly
prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return emailand destroy all
electronic and paper copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither
City of Huntsville nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan
attachments (if any). Thank you.
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any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank you.
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Re: 1700Avenue S

Subject: Re: 1700 Avenue S

From: "George H. Russell" <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date:7/7/2022,5:33 PM

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>

I am doing the best I can. Without nestoration funds I have decided that I should demolish
L908 Ave M and'L926 Ave M but at pnesent I don't have the nesounces.

Yes, Lunsford HAS INDEED committed what I consider to have been hate crimes and elder abuse
against me because of my religious beliefs. I have neven told him that he is going to bunn
in the fires of helt or one can commit crimes one's entine life including being a pedophile
and sti11 go to heaven.

He had no business not keeping his pensonal religious beliefs to himself or using them
against me.

I nesent using IN GOD WE TRUST on oun police cans as that is cunnently UNCONSTITUTIONAL.

What "god"? Thene ane stitl hundreds of gods on our planet. Appanently ONLY the Southenn
Baptist CuIt God counts in Huntsville.

ghr

On 7 /712022 4:L7 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

George,

Thanks for getting Choo out there to work on the yard. It's definitely wise to start in the
morning since it is so blasted hot,

The person who had expressed interest in it previously decided they didn't want to take
on such a project now. I'm sorry I forgot to relay that to you sooner.

We are working other cases as well trying to get things cleaned up around town, not just
this one. Unfortunately we are not getting cooperation from everyone and are elevating
our enforcement levels when necessary.

I did provide the documents you gave me to HPD and they have it with their case files.
As I understand it, things have been turned over to the DA's office and it's in their hands
now.

As I've said before, I don't believe Chief Lunsford has done anything to warrant such
comments. On a related note, Chief Lunsford will be retiring at the end of July and
Assistant Chief Slaven will be serving as the interim.

On an unrelated note, we are relooking at the sidewalk project on University. We're a
little short staffed at the moment, but we will get to it.

Thanks in advance for taking care of abating the issues on Avenue S.

AK

llat
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Re: 1700 Avenue S

Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
1212 Avenue M
936-291.-5401.

On Thu, Jul7,2022 at 3:41 PM George H. Russell <ghr@Sy!Cfglo_ng=_!el> wrote:
Choo will begin working on the yand in the monning while it is still cool.

Thanks to oun totally neligious nut job Chief of Police the meth lab blew up causing at
Ieast $gOOf in uninsuned damages. He hasn't even bothened to annest the known
arsonists.

I had a contract to seII ready to go at talalken County Title but when intenest nates
went up dnamatically the contnact was suddenly cancelled.

I am supposed to have a showing on Sunday.

I thought that you might have an interested party?

My negative cash flow was NEGATIVE $20K alone last month.

Did you ever come up with an offen on the lots behind youn house?

The neligious fanatic Shania Law pr omoting chief has nefused to annest the three
criminals that stole $100K from me and the entine documented pnoof was turned over to
Adult Pnotective Senvices and K Hammond.

Tenants have vintually destnoyed sevenal- nental pnoperties. Farmhouse Cafe owes who
knows how much and a new roof at City Hall will be oven $60,000 but there has been a
delay in manufactuning the matenial but I have to come up with 60% upon deliveny and I
need my $LOOK plus the million on mone that we wene defnauded out of.

Am doing the best I can but entire crew, except Choo is nepaining extensive termite
damage to Knisti's house in Dodge.

LTOO is NOT on a major stneet yet Danny Pience's eyesone is seen by thousands of people
eveny day as we have all had to look at his mess fon decades so it is no doubt the
hoity toity woman next door naising heII when she should have demanded that the cops
annest the gang of dnuggies.

The Chief would do NOTHING fon me because he told me that I am going to bunn in the
fines of hell and that Jesus likes for innocent people to be executed so that they can
be with Jesus sooner'.

His insane view of his koo koo neligion is his night under oun Constitution but he has
no 1ega1 night to use neligious psychosis to punish me and cost us hundreds of
thousands while he appears to protect the man that MURDERED oun daughten and sold some
of her pnopenty and community property for $1.7 mi1Iion, collected an estimated $600K
in life insunance and was given EXCLUSIVE ACCESS to the home we placed hen in fon her
pnotection, plus gave him hen computen, hen fiIes, hen cell phone and the death can.

Keep in mind that it took us around 8 months to obtain a copy of the autopsy which
indicated that she suffened fnom 14 blunt fonce tnauma wounds and the trajectory of the
bullet that killed was such that she could not have pulled the tnigger unless forced
which may explain the tnauma wound on hen thumb.
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Rer 1700Avenue S

Hen killen weans an ovensized christian cross anound his neck so he committed no sin
and is "saved" according to the chief's satanic belief system.

So if Lunsfond would pay fon the damages he caused by refusing to do his job and his
extneme pensonal hatred of me because I am NOT a chnistian I could immediately hire a

cnew and nestore the entire house.

ghn

On 71712022 LL:O8 AM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:
I

I George,

I was walking through the neighborhood last night and noticed that there has not
been any additional work on the house and that the lot is in need of mowing. When
can you get this addressed?

Thanks.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
1212 Avenue M
935-29L-5401.

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt from disclosure
underapplicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised thatthe unauthorized review,
use, disclosure, duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly
prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return email and destroy all

electronic and paper copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither
City of Huntsville nor the sender accepts any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan
attaohments (if any). Thank you.

AVaSt This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.

www.avast.com

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, orthe taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. lf you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the
original message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of Huntsville nor the sender accepts
any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank you.
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Re:170OAvenuet 
,t IA

Subject:Re:1700Avenue, I ? AU

From: "George H. Russell" <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date:7/7/2022,5:43 PM

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>

Danny Pience can get by with making the main stneet in Huntsville look like a slum for
decades .

John Kerr Smither can commit crimes against our foundation and our pnoperties repeatedly
but I am the ONLY penson thneatened and harassed through no fault of my own.

ghn

On 7 /7120221,:26 PM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

George,

Since I wrote to you this morning, the Mayor and I have received another complaint from
the neighborhood on this structure and lot. I have asked the staff to take additional
enforcement action on Monday if the lot has not been cleaned up and movement made
on the repairs to the house.

Your cooperation in this matter would be greatly appreciated,

Thanks.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
1212 Avenue M
936-29L-5401.

OnThu, Jul7,2022at 11:08AMAron Kulhavy<akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>wrote:
George,

I was walking through the neighborhood last night and noticed that there has not been
any additional work on the house and that the lot is in need of mowing. When can you
get this addressed?

Thanks.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
1212 Avenue M
936-29L-540L



FWd: DO I NEED TO SUE YOU PERSONALLY SINCE I WAS PROMISED THAT THE CITY WOULD BACK OFF IF HE KEPT THE YARD CLE...

Subject: Fwd: DO I NEED TO SUE YOU PERSONALLY SINCE I WAS PROMISED THAT THE CITY WOULD

BACK OFF IF HE KEPTTHE YARD CLEAN AND WORKED ON THE HOUSE AS SOON AS POSSIBbE.

From: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net> lv|0 t)
Date: 8/12/2022, 10:23 PM I I

To: Anne Russell <anneonvacation@yahoo.com>, Jane McCullah <jmccullah@sbcglobal.net>, moo

<sue@cyberclone. net>, George Russell <gh r@cyberclone. net>, Jenny Zeltner
<jenny@cyberclone.net>, Sue An n Del k <suea n n @cyberclone. net>

This bullshit is dueto us putting pressure on the corruption at City Hall and control bythe Gibbs

Mafia.

Forwarded Message

Subject:DO I NEED TO SUE YOU PERSONALLY SINCE I WAS PROMISED THAT THE CITY WOULD BACK

OFF IF HE KEPT THE YARD CLEAN AND WORKED ON THE HOUSE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE.

Date:Fri, 12 Aug 2022 !8:01,:17 -0500

From :Geo rge H. Russe I I Sghl@lybe rclon e. n elZ
To:Aron Kulhavy <akulhavv@huntsvilletx.Bov), George Russellsghr@rylglglone.neD.

12 Augusl2022

I was told that Choo had satisfactorily cleaned up the yard at L700 Ave S, which was the complaint
from the neighbors to the left of the house. They told Choo that they were happy with his work. The

Chief of Police PERSONALLY REFUSED TO TAKE ACTION TO REMOVE SQUATTERS AND METH DEALERS

FROM THE BUILDING.

Our daughter was MURDERED and her killer was not only protected by the same corrupt Chief of
Police but ALL evidence was given to her killer, who stole at least a million dollars while getting us into
debt to the tune of 5300K.

THIS IS NOTHING BUT HARASSMENT AND ELDER ABUSE TO SEND ME A CITATION WHEN WE ARE

DEALING WITH MULTIPLE COSTLY PROBLEMS like S60K plus for a new roof for City Hall Cafe that the
lease holder was supposed to pay for and she hasn't even paid rent for the last two months.

Krtsti has not been able to live in her termite infested house for several months and hopefully within
two weeks we will have finished that job and can get back to work on 1700 Ave S.

DANNY PIERCE AND JOHN KERR SMITHER CAN GET BY WITH ANYTHING AND THE POLICE WILL NOT

EVEN TE;; JOHN KERR TO CEASE AND DESIST FROM CRIMINAL TRESPASS AND TENS OF THOUSANDS IN

DAMAGES TO OUR PROPERTY.

Why was Choo lied to when told "not to worry" about 1700 S until we can finish dealing with OTHER

MORE serious and costly problems.
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FWd: DO I NEED TO SUE YOU PERSONALLY SINCE I WAS PROMISED THAT THE CITY WOULD BACK OFF IF HE KEPT THE YARD CLE...

The DA and HPD have a COMPLETE FILE PROVING THE THEFT OF S100k FROM ME THAT lS FULLY

DOCUMENTED. THREE CRIMINALS WERE INVOLVED IN THE THEFT AND THE DOCUMENTATION IS

IRREFUTABLE BUT THE KILLER OF OUR DAUGHTER, BEING ONE OF THE THIEVES HAS YET TO BE

ARREST3ED.

THE KNOWN ARSONISTS THAT BLEW UP 17OO S HAVE NOT BEEN ARRESTED NOR HAVE THE OTHER

SQUATTERS, DRUGGIES AND CRIMINALS THAT HAD INVADED THE HOUSE AND THE CHIEF WOULD DO

ZERO TO RAID THE PLACE AND TAKE THEM ALL TO JAIL.

PLEASE GET THE HELL OFF MY BACK UNTIL WE CAN GET BACK TO COMPLETING THE EXTERIOR WORK

TO MAKE THE PLACE PRETTY. MY WIFE IS CRIPPLED AND YET NO ONE WILL DO ANYTHING TO ARREST

THE KILLER OF THE ONLY LOCAL DAUGHTER THAT HELPED TAKE CARE OF HER.

MUCH OF HUNTSVILLE IS A VIRTUAL SLUM AND WE HAVE SPENT MILLIONS PERSONALLY TO KEEP

HUNTSVILLE AS NICE AS POSSIBLE.

We just spent over $1,000 to make the really mean-spirited neighbors that built their house in the
very middle of Ave S between two of our houses, happy by cutting the top off of a "danger tree" deep
in our woods but that could have been easily reached with our man lift we are using at 1700 S but the
mean man refused to allow us to use his driveway to reach the tree so we had to kill some '100 year
old Yaupon Hollies to build a road to the tree from the other side. The woman had burst into our
offices making all kinds of demands and harassing our staff.

Please send copies of the letters and CITATIONS you have sent to Danny Pierce over the last 30 years

of the entire public having to look at his dilapidated building on Sam Houston Ave.

ghr

if,i, ",nril has been checked fon vinuses by Avast antivirus softwane.
www. avast. com
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RE: CRIMINALACTS ON THE PART OF HPD

subject: Re: GRIMINAL ACTS ON THE PART OF HPD

From: Aro n Ku I havy <a ku I havy@ h u ntsvi I letx. gov> l'700
Date: 8lL512022, 9:12 AM
To: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>
CC: moo <sue@cyberclone.net>, Anne Russell <anneonvacation@yahoo.com>, Jane McCullah
<jmccu I la h @ sbcgloba l. net>, J a ke M ien k <jm ie n k @ pa lesti nehera ld.com>

Good morning George,

I have forwarded your public information request to our City Secretary's office. They will
provide you with a cost estimate for the requested documents.

Thanks.

AK

Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
L2t2 Avenue M
936-29L-540L

On Fri, AugL2,2022 al ll:00 PM George H Russell <Sh-L@ry!gd_g-[e.!el> wrote:
L2 Augusl2OZZ

I repeatedly called for the termination of the REL|Glous EXTREMIST cHIEF

OF POLICE for failing to protect our church from CRIMINALS and that he

said that lwas going to BURN lN THE FIRES OF HELL because I am NOT a

Ch ristia n.

He furthermore allowed a METH LAB and druggies to operate out of our

S6OOf home at 1700 Ave S. and they blew up the Meth LAB because of his

religious extremism and hatred of me.

Then on March 30,2021, our daughter was MURDERED at the "safe house" we
had placed her in due to her fear of being murdered.

HPD allowed the chief suspect total access to the murder scene and gave

him total access to our house that he was NOT allowed to enter, gave him
her cell phone, computers, all files, the death car AND ANY AND ALL

EVIDENCE of the crime scene.

HlS "Friends" were allowed access to the crime scene and neither I

nor my employees WERE allowed access to the crime scene. I was not
allowed to view the body of our murdered daughter that had been thrown
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RC: CRIMINAL ACTS ON THE PART OF HPD

our into the dirt to make sure she was dead before EMS arrived on the scene.

THERE ARE PROTOCOLS AND PROCEDURES ABOUT HOW 'DEATH SCENES' ARE TO BE

PROTECTED SO THAT NO EVIDENCE CAN BE COMPROMISED and according to
NATIONAL STANDARDS OF THE US DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE ZERO PROTOCOLS WERE

FOLLOWED BY HPD.

Therefore under the Texas Open Records Acts please provide the following
ASAP.

1. The SOP used by HPDto secure death scenes and who should be kept out
and who should be allowed in.

2. The SOP about providing the family of the victim access to the
Autopsy Report and if it is against procedure to lie that the report had

not been completed. (14 blunt force trauma wounds kept a secret as well
as the trajectory of the bullet fired by her killer)

3. We demand the ballistics report which has been kept from us.

4. The SOP that allowed the chief suspect in her death, sole access to
OUR SAFE HOUSE where he should never have been allowed to enter and take

sole possession of for several weeks.

5. The SOP that allow HPD to discard latex examination gloves at the
death scene.

5. The SOPthat allows the chief suspect in the death to be given the
victim's cell phone, all files, computer and any and all evidence that
should' have been secured.

7. We demand all cell phone records, police video camera records and

all other evidence associated with what was obviously a MURDER of our
beautiful daughter so that the perp could immediately walk away with
well over TWO MILLION DOLLARS with more to come to him in the future.

There is a lot more in what appears to be a "cover up" by HPD in regard
to the death of our daughter.

Since you personally told me that you can hire and fire the Chief of
Police, I hereby ask you to investigate what appears to be CRIMES OF

COVERUP and protection of the main suspect in her death.

Failure to dig deeply and get to the bottom of his horrendous crime,
would in my opinion, make you part and party to the MULTIPLE CRIMES

including the DocUMENTED THEFT OF MY s100k BY THERE CO-CONSPIRATORS
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RC: CRIMINALACTS ON THE PART OF HPD

MAKING THAT THEFT ALONE ORGANIZED CRIME.

ghr

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail
in error, please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original message and
any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of Huntsville nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank you.
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CONFIRMATION

Subject: CONFIRMATION

From: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: 8/22/2022, 10:43 PM

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>

22 Aug 2022

Anon:

I neven got a confinmation that you have called the dogs off to give me a chance to
continue wonk on the 17OO Ave S house that our retined Chief of Police purposely allowed a

gang of druggies to invade and openate out of an then blow up the meth lab in the basement.

I went to Mueller today and spent neanly $!,OOO fon metal roofing to match as closely as
possible the noofing matenial that survived the ARSON. and meth lab explosion. It should
be neady fon pickup and installation next week if not too much rain.

Please find out when the known ansonists are going to be thrown in jail because I do not
believe that any of the gang of cniminals have ever been annested fon thefts, dnug
manufactune, and dnug sales fcon !7OO Ave S that the then Chief should have taken cane of
rather than hating me and condemning me to HELL because I am NOT a psycho-religious
'chnistian' like him.

We have had to neglect important problems like replacing David Zellen's toilet, helping an

o1d ovenweight woman betten negotiate hen house, repain AC's that quit working etc. just to
placate the worthless and mean-spirited neighbons that nefused to go to you on Council and
demand that the cniminals be taken out of our house and taken to jail.

We are ovenwhelmed deating with the documentation proving that our daughter was beaten half
to death and then mundened and dealing with the expenses of a pnoblem CAUSED BY A CORRUPT

PSYCHO-RELIGIOUS CHIEF OF POLICE THAT GAVE THE K]LLER TOTAL ACCESS TO ALL OF THE EVIDENCE

THAT I^IOULD HAVE PLACED HIM IN IAIL which has been unacceptable especially since you had the
power to fire him and failed to do so in that he will collect tax dollars fon his connupt
and UNCONSTITUTIONAL CRIMES fon the nest of his life until he gets to stand in Iine fon a

million yeans for his tunn to sit on Jesus' lrp, before Jesus opens the trap door to you
know where.

ghn

\"1 
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Re: CONFIRMATI0N

subject: Re: coNFlRMATloN 
<rrirpr, onrr> i J 0 0

From : Aron Ku I h avy <a ku I havy@ h u ntsvil letx.gov>
Date: 8/23/2022. 10:30 AM
To: George H Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>
CC: Kevin Byal <kbyal@huntsvilletx.gov>

George,

I visited with Kevin Byal late yesterday afternoon and filled him in on our visit. I let him
know that you are working on the house and that I support dropping the citation with the
work on-going and it progressing to a satisfactory state. I have copied Kevin on the
response to this email and you may contact him to see what is required to complete getting
the house in an acceptable condition.

I will follow up with PD on the other issues and get back to you if there is any update to
provide.

Thank you for working on getting this problem resolved.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
121-2 Avenue M
935-291-5401

On Mon, Aug22,2022aL10:43 PM George H Russell <ghf@Sy!glgl_a.ne.,-ne!> wrote:
22 Aug2022

Aron:

I never got a confirmation that you have called the dogs off to give me
a chance to continue work on the 1700 Ave S house that our retired Chief
of Police purposely allowed a gang of druggies to invade and operate out
of an then blow up the meth lab in the basement.

I went to Mueller today and spent nearly S1,OO0 for metal roofing to
match as closely as possible the roofing materialthat survived the
ARSON. and meth lab explosion. lt should be ready for pickup and

installation next week if not too much rain.

Please find out when the known arsonists are going to be thrown in jail

because I do not believe that any of the gang of criminals have ever
been arrested for thefts, drug manufacture, and drug sales from L700 Ave

S that the then Chief should have taken care of rather than hating me

and condemning me to HELL because I am NOT a psycho-religious
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Re:CONFIRMATION

'christian' like him.

We have had to neglect important problems like replacing David Zeller's
toilet, helping an old overweight woman better negotiate her house,
repair AC's that quit working etc. just to placate the worthless and

mean-spirited neighbors that refused to go to you or Council and demand
that the criminals be taken out of our house and taken to jail.

We are overwhelmed dealing with the documentation proving that our
daughter was beaten half to death and then murdered and dealing with the
expenses of a problem CAUSED BY A CORRUPT PSYCHO-RELIGIOUS CHIEF OF

POLICE THAT GAVE THE KILLER TOTAL ACCESS TO ALL OF THE EVIDENCE THAT

WOULD HAVE PLACED HIM lN JAIL which has been unacceptable especially
since you had the power to fire him and failed to do so in that he will
collect tax dollars for his corrupt and UNCONSTITUTIONAL CRIMES for the
rest of his life until he gets to stand in line for a million years for
his turn to sit on Jesus' lap, before Jesus opens the trap door to you

know where.

ghr

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication,
distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail
in error, please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronlc and paper copies of the original message and
any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of Huntsville nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank you.
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Re:CONFIRMATION

Subject: Re: CoNFlRMArloN i 7 tl C
From: "George H. Russell" <ghr@cyberclone.net> t '
Date: 812312022, 11:58 AM
To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>

CC: Kevin Byal <kbyal@huntsvilletx.gov>

Thanks. The metal for the replaced pant of the building should be neady fon pickup no
later than Monday. I told Choo and Scott to try to get the rest of the new siding on

today and get it painted if it doesn't rain them out and to get the deadbolt installed to
secure the building.

In the past
thene if it
would pnompt
would do.

when thene was pnessure fon us to retunn to the building that would still be

wasn't for the hatned dinected against me by the Chief of Police, my tenant
me to pu11 folks fnom othen jobs to avoid being "sucker punched", which we

My wife's tv blew up in a }ightening stonm last night and Scott had to tny to see if it had
to be neplaced and then I hadn't been able to use eithen of my bathnoom sinks for'sevenal
weeks due to the faucets fneezing up which means that other people's emengencies take
pnionity over my own needs.

ghn

On 8/23/2022 L0:3O AM, Aron Kulhavy wrote:

George,

I visited with Kevin Byal late yesterday afternoon and filled him in on our visit. I let him
know that you are working on the house and that I support dropping the citation with the
work on-going and it progressing to a satisfactory state. I have copied Kevin on the
response to this email and you may contact him to see what is required to complete
getting the house in an acceptable condition.

I will follow up with PD on the other issues and get back to you if there is any update to
provide.

Thank you for working on getting this problem resolved.

AK
Aron Kulhavy, AICP

City Manager
1212 Avenue M
936-291-5401.

On Mon, Aug22,2022atL0:43 PM George H Russell <Shr@rylg-rclone.ne!> wrote:
22 Aug2O22

Aron:
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Re:C0NFIRMATION

I never got a confirmation that you have called the dogs off to give me

a chance to coritinue work on the 1700 Ave S house that our retired Chief

of Police purposely allowed a gang of druggiesto invade and operate out
of an then blow up the meth lab in the basement.

I went to Mueller today and spent nearly 51,000 for metal roofing to
match as closely as possible the roofing material that survived the
ARSON. and meth lab explosion. lt should be ready for pickup and

installation next week if not too much rain.

Please find out when the known arsonists are going to be thrown in jail

because ldo not believe that any of the gang of criminals have ever

been arrested for thefts, drug manufacture, and drug sales from L700 Ave

S that the then Chief should have taken care of rather than hating me

and condemning me to HELL because I am NOT a psycho-religious

'christian'like him.

We have had to neglect important problems like replacing David Zeller's

toilet, helping an old overweight woman better negotiate her house,

repair AC's that quit working etc. just to placate the worthless and

mean-spirited neighbors that refused to go to you or Council and demand
that the criminals be taken out of our house and taken to jail.

We are overwhelmed dealing with the documentation proving that our
daughter was beaten half to death and then murdered and dealing with the
expenses of a problem CAUSED BY A CORRUPT PSYCHO-RELIGIOUS CHIEF OF

POLICE THAT GAVE THE KILLER TOTAL ACCESS TO ALL OF THE EVIDENCE THAT

WOULD HAVE PLACED HIM lN JAIL which has been unacceptable especially
since'you had the power to fire him and failed to do so in that he will
collect tax dollars for his corrupt and UNCONSTITUTIONAL CRIMES for the
rest of his life until he gets to stand in line for a million years for
his turn to sit on Jesus' lap, before Jesus opens the trap door to you

know where.

ghr

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt from disclosure under
applicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this information is strictly prohibited. lf you have
received this e-mail in error, please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the
original message and any attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of Huntsville nor the sender accepts
any responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank you.



Re:CONFIRMATION

Vi rus-free.www. avast. com
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1700 s

:*1":[::[3"tH. Russer,,<ghr@cybercrone.net> n 0n
Date:91L12O22,1:20 PM

To: Aron Kulhavy <akulhavy@huntsvilletx.gov>, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net>

1 September 2022

We picked up the metal fon the new noof section on Monday but Scott is sick and we ane
dealing with literally dozens of other pnoblems.

hJill install the new roof panels just as soon as possible.

ghr
1

This email has been checked for vinuses by Avast antivinus software.
www. ava st . com
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Re: 1700 S

Subject: Re: 1-700 S

From : Aron Ku I havy <a ku I havy@ h u ntsvi I letx. gov>

Date:9/L/2O22,2:00 PM

To: "George H. Russell" <ghr@cyberclone.net>

Got it. Have passed along to Kevin to keep him infonmed.

Sent fnom my iPhone

fiDD

ghr

On Sep L, 2022, at 1:2O PM, George H. Russell Sghl@eyletllQle-net2 wrote:

1 Septembe? 2022

tnle picked up the metal for the .new roof section on Monday but Scott is sick and we ane
dealing with literally dozens of other problems.

WilI install the new roof panels just as soon as possible.

itli, "rri1 has been checked fon vinuses by Avast antivinus softwane.
www. avast. com

it " rrt""ia1 in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addnessed and may contain information that is confidential,
pnivileged, and exempt fnom disclosune unden applicable 1aw. If you ane not
the intended necipient, be advised that the unauthonized neview, use,
disclosune, duplication, distnibution; or the taking of any action in
neliance on this infonmation is stnictly pnohibited. If you have neceived
this e-mail in ennon, please notify the senden by neturn email and destnoy
all electnonic and papen copies of the oniginal message and any attachments
immediately. PIease note that neither City of Huntsville non the senden
accepts any responsibility for vinuses and it is youn nesponsibility to
scan attachments (if any). Thank you.
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What to do?

Subject: What to do? T.l
From: "George H. Russell" <ghr@cyberclone.net> , 4 l\ U
Date:L2/tg/2022,4:28PM I J"
To: Gustavo.Salinas@dfps.texas.gov, George Russell <ghr@cyberclone.net> \

19 December' 2022

Sn. Salinas,

We are at our wits end needing help to necover around a million dollans my wife and I wene
defrauded out of plus the outright theft of $LOO,@@@, planned and cannied out by thnee men.

I tnied to get help fnom the Connoe/Huntsville staff but was unsuccessful. Ashley Weaven

helped some aften I pnovided hen with a packet with documentary pnoof of the $1.OO'OOO

theft. Ms. Weaven said that she was only authonized to turn the matten oven to Huntsville
Police that wene pnotecting the cniminal, that we are centain mundened out daughten on

Manch 30, 2021.. Hen killer had thneatened to kitl me in the past and we wene afraid since
the police stay in contact with him. Kenyatta Bennett was no help at aII.

T an 77 and somewhat lame and my wife is al-so 77 and confined to a wheelchain.

The Huntsville Police Depantment chief told me that I am going to bunn in the fires of hell
because of my neligious beliefs and that Jesus wants innocent people to be executed "so
that they can be with lesus soonen."

The same chief allowed a gang of dnuggies to invade one of oun most valuable houses (worth
at least $600,0@0) and vintually destnoy the interior and then bfow up the meth lab in the
basement, causing at least $3OO,OOO in uninsuned damages. HPD has had the names of the
ansonists and refuses to annest them.

Same thing in San Jacinto County but wonse. Constant hanassment by the Watenwood HOA,

thefts, vandalism, being held hostage, not allowed any Finst Amendment nights, being shot
at, false annests and more.

When I demanded that the HOA "cease and desist" from committing cnimes against oun chut ch,
oun pensons and oun botanical pnesenves and threatening me with 1-24 years in jail and a

$1-03,500 fine for tegalty placing punple paint stnipes on some of oun tnees whene poaching,
vandalism and other crimes had taken place.

We wene not allowed to pnotect oun chunch buildings or sacned pr openties and thus on the
night of Dec 2L-22, 2O2L our. L845 CONVIVENCIA combined Synagogue, Church and Mosque was
pnofessionally burned to the gnound by ansonists and yet the ATF refuses to investigate and
nequined by Iaw.

The anti-Semitism is out in the open and penvasive. Oun church and our chapel sign both
hadlhave Stars of David painted on them.

Our chunch steamboat has been stnipped as well as oun Prevost Motor Home and yet nothing is
done to pnotect us.

On Satunday night oun $4, OOO Life sized SACRED BISON STATUE t^iAS STOLEN and although
Watenwood Security saw the penps he wasn't allowed to call 911 on the sheniff upon penalty
of being fined.

hle have dealt with hate cnimes nepeatedly since 2@@6 and when we complain we ane sued and
further hanassed.

I was neven suicidal until an HOA Boand Member committed a felony against oun SACRED TREE

1. of 2 10/9/2023,12:24 PM



What to do?

ARBOR, on propenty that is not a pant of the HOA.

Recently, the County Commissionen invaded oun botanical presenves on our pnivate noad
through the preserves an mutilated beautiful tnees and native shrubs along 3.5 miles along
our pneserves. The county do3es have an easement fon a Thind Class county easement and the
causeway should be no widen than 16 feet --not 40 on more.

Neithen my mental health or my physical health or oun financial health is stable due to the
threats and harassment.

hlhat can we do?

Go to www.george_f_U55e_l:L_,_!C! for documented evidence of VERY SERIOUS ELDER ABUSE.

Thanks,

Geonge H. Russell
936-581.-4302

it'.ri, 
"r.i-I 

has been checked fon vinuses by Avast antivinus softwane.
www. avast . com
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What to do?
A

n$Lo;'*u19 December 2022

Sn. SaIinas,

We ane at oun wits end needing help to recover a'nound a million dollans my wife and I were
defnauded out of plus the outnight theft of $tOO,OOO, planned and cannied out by thnee men.

I tried to get help from the Connoe/Huntsville staff but was unsuccessful. Ashley Weaven
helped some aften I pnovided her with a packet with documentary pnoof of the $LOO,OOO
theft. Ms. Weaven said that she was only authorized to tunn the matten oven to Huntsville
Police that wene pnotecting the cniminal, that we ane centain mundened out daughten on
Manch 30, 2021,. Hen killer had thneatened to kiII me in the past and we wene afnaid since
the police stay in contact with him.

I am 77 and somewhat lame and my wife is also 77 and confined to a wheelchair.

The Huntsville Police Depantment chief told me that I am going to bunn in the fines of helt
because of my neligious beliefs and that Jesus wants innocent people to be executed "so
that they can be with lesus soonen."

The same chief allowed a gang of dnuggies to invade one of oun most valuable houses (wonth
at least $OOO,OOO) and vintually destroy the intenion and then blow up the meth lab in the
basement, causing at least $3OO,@OO in uninsuned damages.

Same thing in San lacinto County but wonse. Constant hanassment by the Waterwood HOA,

thefts, vandalism, being held hostage, not allowed any First Amendment nights, being shot
at, false annests.

When I demanded that the HOA "cease and desist" fnom committing cnimes against oun church,
oun pensons and oun botanical pnesenves and thneatening me with 124 yeans in jail and a

4103,500 fine for IegaIIy placing punple paint stripes on some of oun tnees whene poaching,
vandallsm and othen cnimes had taken place.

We wene not allowed to pnotect our church buildings on sacred pnopenties and thus on the
night of Dec 21,-22, 2O21, our 1845 CONVIVENCIA combined Synagogue, Chunch and Mosque was
pnofessionally bunned to the ground by arsonists and yet the ATF nefuses to investigate and
nequined. by law.

Oun chunch steamboat has been stnipped as well as oun Pnevost Motor Home and yet nothing is
done to pnotect us.

On Satunday night oun $4, @@@ Life sized SACRED BIS0N STATUE l^lAS STOLEN and although
Watenwood Secunity saw the perps he wasn't allowed to call 911 on the sheriff upon penalty
of being fired.

We have dealt with hate cnimes nepeatedly since 2006 and when we complain we ane sued and
funthen harassed.

I was neven suicidal until an HOA Boand Memben committed a felony against oun SACRED TREE

ARBOR, on property that is not a pant of the HOA.

Recently, the County Commissionen invaded our botanical pneserves on oun pnivate road
thnough the pnesenves an mutilated beautiful tnees and native shnubs along 3.5 miles along
oun pnesenves. The county do3es have an easement fon a Thind Class county easement and the
causeway should be no wider than 16 feet - -not 4@ or more.

Neithen my mental health on my physical health or oun financial health is stable due to the
thneats and hanassment.
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What to do?

What can we do?
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Re: 1700 Ave S

Subject: Re: 1700 Ave S
From: "George H. Russell" <ghr@cyberclone.net>
Date: 12/21/2022, 4:35 PM

To: "George H. Russe ll" <gh r@ cyberclone. net>, Kevin Bya l <kbya l @ h u ntsvi l letx.gov>

P.S. HPD knows the names of the arsonists and has a list of witnesses. Why haven't the
ansonists been annested?

On L2/21/2022 4:29 PM, George H. Russell wrote:

We have been ovenwhelmed with stopped up sewen lines, getting neady fon another hand
fneeze, and tnying to stay alive financially. My negative cash flow was minus $4O,OOO
last month alone and at least three tenants oven me oven $100K each. Scott did do mone

work on the house twice but he caught the Covid and is just now recovering.

Oun daughten was mundened and HPD has been protecting hen ki1Ien. HPD also committed
what I believe to be a felony in aiding and abetting hen killer'.
They illegatly gave him sole access to OUR safe house we put hen in and gave him her cell
phone, computen, hen fi1es, hen will and the evidence that would have alneady convicted
him of the crime.

To me annesting oun daughten's killer and recovening the million we wene defnauded out of
AND the $1"00,000 stolen fnom me should be a little highen on the totem po1e.

HPD is totally responsible for the fine because the chief of police told me I was going
to burn in the fires of heII and nefused to do anything about the gang of druggies that
invaded the house and destnoyed it by blowing up the meth lab in the basement.

I should have sued the city fon the city caused disaster'.

The cnooked mayon still hasn't paid for the damages to our childnens museumm that he
pnomised to pay fon.

Finishing what needs to be done is a top pnionity but if tenants call and feces is
backing up onto their floor they get a highen pniority.

If we have dozens of broken pipes fnom the coming fneeze then that will be a pnionity.

Ask Anon to demand that HPD annests oun daughter's kiIlen.

We have a bunial on Monday and the funenal home called and told me he was good fniends
with KAREN and he bnought hen body fon burial. He said she was definitely MURDEREQ.

Hen autopsy was kept a secnet for 8 months to keep it a secnet. The trajectony of the
bullet pnoved that she could not have physically pu11ed the tniggen and she had 14 BLUNT

FORCE TRAUMA NOUNDS ON HER BODY.

homan do NOT kill themselves by beating themselves to death.

Aron told me that HPD wonks fon him. He could easily onden HPD to call in the FBI on
Texas Rangens to investigate the covenup.

ghn

On t2/2L12022 LL:42 AM, lbygl@huntsvilletx.gov wrote:
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Re: 1700 Ave S

George,

I drove by your house at 1700 Ave S and it appears that nothing has changed since you and I met on November

9th. The items that we discussed need to be taken care of within the next couple of weeks.

Let me know if you have any questions.

Regards,

From: George H. Russell Sghr@cvberclone.net>
Sent: Thursday, November 10,2022 3:02 PM

To: Kevin ByalskbyAl@hunISvillelx.ggq; jenoy@sylcrc!gne.ne!; George Russellsgfu@sylclelgne.net>
Subject: Re: 1700 Ave S

Jenny:

Please let Scott and Choo know that the foll-owing needs to be done at 1700

1. Let's instal-l- a door and l-ock where the door is missing downstairs. If
it. is already painted as an exterj-or door it shoul-dnrt. have to be painted.
Scott can compfete that projecL when he gets through moving the tractor
bard to the 500 acres and puts it back together.

2. Choo can throw the limbs etc. in the left side yard further back in t.he
woods to serve as wildlife habitat.

3. Next time it rains have ScoLt make sure that there aren't any l-eaks.

4. Ask Brett to get with me to discuss what to do about the el-ectricaf
situation.

ghr

On ttlt0l2O22 tt:36 AM, Kevin Byal wrote:

George,

Thank you for meeting me at your property located at 1700 Ave S yesterday to discuss the
iemaining items to address with the weatherization of the house and removal of debris and the
old electrical service. As we discussed any material used to close up the house will need to be

painted to protect it from the elements. As I had mentioned, the goal is to complete the work on

the exterior of the house and property to the point that we can close out your permit.

I appreciate your help and let me know if you have any questions.

Regards,

Kevin Byal, CBO, CFM

Director of Development Services

City of Huntsville
448 State Highway 75 North
H u ntsvi I le, Texas 7 7 32O
(9361294-s772

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual
to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, and exempt
from disclosure under applicable law. lf you are not the intended recipient, be advised that the



Re: 1700 Ave S

unauthorized review, use, disclosure, duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance
on this information is strictly prohibited. lf you have received this e-mail in error, please notifythe
sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper copies of the original message and any
attachments immediately. Please note that neither City of Huntsville nor the sender accepts any
responsibility for viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank you.

fr Virus-free.www.avast.comta
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